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him in relation to a matter of so much delicacy, about which we had previously held many embarrassing and painful consultations, had very naturally caused him much uneasiness—doubtless not wholly free from misgiving as to the steadfastness of my devotion to his policy and to his person when brought in irreconcilable conflict with my constant solicitude for Mr. McLane's welfare. But the single fact tliat the resignation had been made without my knowledge furnished a clue to the entire proceedings and at once disclosed to his keen sagacity that the movement was one of hostility to me. He directed Major Donelson to read to me the letter of resignation and the answer to it which had been prepared, and, speaking with the ease and freedom which had always characterized our intercourse, asked my opinion of the latter. I gave it to him without reserve—he had gone further I thought, in his answer, than the occasion called for or than justice to himself allowed. I said that I cordially sympathized with his desire to make his parting with Mr. McLane as soothing to the feelings of the latter as the case would admit of but that his answer might well be construed as conceding errors on his own part. These I pointed out and whilst my view of the matter was not fully assented to by Major Donelson who had drafted the answer, he nevertheless admitted that the expresssions might be misconstrued. The President then requested me to take the pen and to make the paper what I thought it ought to be, which I did and he directed the Major to copy it as it stood. The letters were never published as I believe; they are certainly not to be found in the publications of the day or I would be able to point out the alterations with more precision.
The General immediately took up the question of a successor to the retiring Minister and heartily consented to offer the appointment to my friend John Forsyth, by whom it was accepted.
I called at Mr. McLane's house on the next day, was received by Mrs. McLane with her usual urbanity and remained long enough for Mr. McLane, who was, as she informed me, in his study, to present himself if he was disposed to do so. Not seeing him within a proper lime,, or receiving any excuse for his non-appearance, I took a respectful leave of Mrs. McLane and do not remember to have seen her again. Her husband and myself shortly afterwards passed each other in our carriages without recognition oil either side, and once again, I met him. at Baltimore on the occasion of General Smith's funeral. I was then President and during the ceremonies of the clay was placed near to both Mr. McLane, who had been an old friend of the General, and to Mr. Taney, then and still Chief Justice of the United States. After the services were concluded the Chief Justice said to me " I saw that you and your old friend McLane did not recognize each other: cer-

